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1. Overview 

Most of customers are often suffered from the system failures because of the power interruption.  
Therefore, it requires a unique feature in storage devices for data protection against sudden power 
interruption. The most possible situation of power interruption could be abnormally power 
disconnecting during the system in operating, or unstable power supplies. 
 
Because of power interruption, a SSD could be damaged with data corrupted, and then the SSD 
need to be reformatted and install the OS again. Sometimes even it has to be sent back to supplier 
for RMA repairing. This shows direct influence on company’s reputation, reliability of product itself, 
and most importantly, customers' faith. 
 
For most applications, SSDs normally work under power supplies lower than it should receive. Due 
to inefficient power levels, data corruption and damage of device could seriously influence ongoing 
business or deals. This may result projects loss due to the repairing time of products. 
 
In order to mitigate the damage of data loss on a storage device, APRO’s SSD has been designed a 
special technology to detect and eliminate the damage that power interruption generates and 
ensures data integrity. 
 
APRO’s SSD features specially a PIDP Technology (Power Interrupt Data Protection) to meet the 
customers' requirements in industrial, military and medical applications; other outstanding 
features such like performances, reliability and longer lifetime are also included. 
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2. PIDP Technology (Power Interrupt Data Protection) 

When a system is transmitting data into the SSD, all blocks are accessible and ready to store data. 
Scenarios such like data being misplaced or data corrupted, such data error configuration often 
happens when encountering sudden power failure. 
 
APRO’s SSD designed with a special feature in order to prevent this issue and mitigates the damage 
to as minimum as possible when encountering sudden power failure. APRO’s SSD only allows ONE 
block per channel open at a time for access (total of 8 channels / 8 blocks), which can prevent data 
being misplaced and ensure data integrity. 
 

 
Figure 1. SSD Controller Comparison between normal SSD and SSD 
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2.1. TMA-Table of Mapping Addresses 

A built-in DDRIII SDRAM is applied for data buffering and storing Table of Mapping Addresses (TMA). 
TMA is used to record the links of Logical Block Address (LBA) to the Physical Block Address (PBA); 
this extremely enhances the access speed of the Solid State Disks. 

 
TMA is the key feature of prompt data access. Therefore, it is important to maintain the TMA at its 
latest. A built-in function is after 20ms of device’s idle mode, TMA is automatically backed up and 
SDRAM cache is cleaned. When same data is being written in multiple times, TMA will 
automatically record the new data as valid and the previous data becomes invalid. 

 

Figure 2. Processing Time for TMA Record Backup 

 

APRO’s SSD also supports TRIM command (ATA Command by Windows 7 or higher). When the 
system goes into idle mode and allows background TRIM to execute, this will also trigger the 
Garbage Collect function of the SSD. Invalid data will hence be erased, and the remaining data will 
be moved to a new block and the previous block are erased immediately and ready for access 
again. 
 
For instance, the minimum access unit is 4KB, 1 page is formed by 2 access units, and each block 
contains 256 pages. If one certain page of data is invalid, and it will be erased and the remaining 
255 pages of data will be moved to a new block. 

 
Figure 3. The Diagram of Data Reallocation 
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2.2. Writing Data Buffer 

In normal circumstances, when an operating system is encountering the power interruption, the 
data within SDRAM cache before written into the SSD could be lost. It’s impossible to calculate the 
damage it may cause as a result of data loss and it would also be difficult to retrieve or recover any 
missing data. 
APRO’s SSD, however, equipped with a SDRAM chip that not only ensure data is written into Flash 
chips at its fastest rate, it also maintains its TMA records at its latest. In order to make the transfer 
rate as fast as possible, SSD also was designed with a special feature inside the SDRAM which 
reserve a 512MB space applied for the writing data buffering. 
When the stored data within 512MB SDRAM buffer reaches every 256MB, channel #1 will start 
writing data to flash chips, and simultaneously channel #2 records TMA to flash chips, and then the 
previous 256MB data in the 512MB SDRAM space are erased immediately. This writing data 
buffering feature ensures data integrity and mitigates any data loss to its minimum. 

 

 
Figure 4. Functionality of 512MB SDRAM Data Buffering 

 
The procedure of writing data buffering: 
a. Inside the SDRAM buffer, 512MB of buffer size is reserved to store write-in data. 
b. When data size reaches every 256MB in the SDRAM buffer, the 256MB data will be written to 

flash chips immediately. 
c. TMA is also recorded simultaneously into flash chips to ensure data integrity. 
d. The 512MB SDRAM buffer will be cleaned after receiving new coming data. 
e. Above procedures ensure the data loss at its minimum rate. 
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2.3. Power Interrupt during Writing. 

When the SSD is operating, and the power interruption just happened during data writing. A 
certain page within a block could be incompletely programmed; and the rest of the pages will be 
left blank. 

 
Figure 5. Blocks Status When Power Interrupted 

 
As soon as the system is rebooted, the SSD controller will check for the previous TMA record and 
locate the recent “open” block in Flash chips, and then back trace and recovers all valid data and 
rebuild the TMA. 
This procedure only takes approximately 1 sec. 

 

Figure 6. The Procedure of Data Recovery 

 
After data recovered, all valid data will be moved to new blocks, and the previous blocks are erased 
and ready for new data access again. 
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2.4. Power interrupt data protection technology by Tantalum Capacitors 

In the event of an unstable power supply, SSD loses power before it can finish programming 
process from host to flash, this may cause data being written to the incorrect block and further 
leads to data corruption. 
Power Interrupt Data Protection Technology is applied with several tantalum capacitors to provide 
power buffering after host power interruption. The Data Protection Technology provides enough 
time for the SSD controller can write all DRAM buffer data to flash, all data will be protected and 
without data loss. 
The ability of Power Interrupt Data Protection Technology is able to write 1.28MB of data within 
60ms. 
This ensures all data in the DRAM buffer can be successfully written into flash. 
Traditionally, super capacitors were applied in most SSD products, the advantages of tantalum 
capacitors over super capacitors are: 

 Tantalum capacitors are electrolyte free. 
It is able to maintain its designed capacitance for several years when used within design limits. 

 Wide operating temperature range. 
Tantalum capacitors can operate from temperature range of -55C to +125C, which is very suitable 
for industrial and military usage. 

 Tantalum capacitors have an ultimate high volumetric efficiency (CV/cc). 
For example, a 50-microfarad tantalum capacitor can be equal and to properly replace a 
500-microfarad aluminum capacitor. 

2.5. Summary 

When a mission-critical system just happens to the abnormal power interruption, it is extremely 
essential to recover the system data completely. APRO’s SSD is mainly designed to recover the 
latest data completely when the system encounters power interruption. 
For instance, the system is going to write data #1~data #100, but the power failure occurs during 
the progress of transmitting data #51. The data #1 up to #50 will be recovered after reboot via the 
TMA record. However, it is important to know that data #51 cannot be recovered in any way 
because the system has not even finished transmitting before the power failed. 
APRO’s PIDP Technology not only offers excellent performances on data transfer, but also ensures 
the data integrity. APRO’s SSD is the combination of most the comprehensive technologies; 
therefore, it mitigates customers' loss and the disruption as minimum as possible. 
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